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The Impact of “Big Data” on IRS Civil and Criminal Tax Enforcement

MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN over the last year concerning the lack
of funding for the Internal Revenue Service and what it means
for tax enforcement.1 It is well established that for every dollar
spent on tax enforcement, at least four dollars are brought into
the U.S. Treasury.2 This makes a very compelling case for spending
more—not less—on tax enforcement, yet the IRS enforcement
budget has been decreasing over the last 10 years. While funding
for the IRS will continue to be a challenge, the “reports of [the
IRS’s] death are greatly exaggerated.”3
Faced with decreasing enforcement budgets, the IRS has recognized it must employ force multipliers to achieve its compliance
goals. One of the key strategies will be the use of “big data”—
data the IRS already has and data that is publicly available. As
IRS embraces the world of big data to enhance tax compliance
and enforcement, there are various challenges tax practitioners
will likely face in the future.
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Budget Cuts
Since 2010, the IRS’s enforcement budget has been cut by $1.5
billion, adjusted for inflation. This is a decrease of 23 percent.4
Over the same time period, the IRS staff has decreased by more
than 17,000.5 (This is about the same number of employees
working for Uber and Netflix combined.6) Cuts since 2010 have
led to approximately a one-third reduction in enforcement staff.7
The number of Criminal Investigation agents has been reduced
by 20 percent since 2010.8
The IRS currently employs roughly the same number of
auditors as it did in the early 1950s.9 The U.S. economy, however,
is seven times larger than it was then and the tax laws are much
more complex.10 Of even more concern is the decline in federal
tax receipts as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product. During
the recent economic recovery, tax receipts have not reached the
percentage of GDP achieved in previous bull markets.11
During these heavy staff reductions, new investigations into
nonfilers are down 74 percent from 2013 to 2017.12 This decrease
has been estimated to cost the Treasury nearly $3 billion annually.13
Criminal investigations also have been steadily decreasing. There
were 2,886 investigations in 2018, a decrease of 15 percent from
2016 and 46 percent from 2013.14 Cases recommended for prosecution, 2,130, in 2018 are down 22 percent from 2016 and
down over 50 percent from 2013. Indictments, which number
2,011 in 2018, are down 27 percent from 2016 and 48 percent
from 2013.15
IRS audits of tax returns dropped nearly 40 percent from
fiscal year 2011 to 2017.16 As a result, the audit rate declined to
0.5 percent in 2017. According to anecdotal reporting, audits
that do take place are less intensive than in previous years because
the lack of staff leads agents to feel pressured to close audits
quickly and move on to the next one.17
The average annual tax gap is estimated to be $458 billion18
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but is likely much higher. One estimate for the total shortfall of
uncollected taxes—taxes that taxpayers acknowledge are owed
but unpaid—stands at an astronomical $95 billion.19 Billions
of dollars of back taxes owed slip through the IRS’s hands due
to the running of the 10-year statute of limitations on collecting
back taxes because of a lack of resources. In 2017 alone, over
$8 billion dollars were lost forever because of the statute of
limitations.20
In addition to a reduced capacity to collect taxes, another
significant consequence of a shrinking IRS enforcement budget
is that deterrence decreases while tax avoidance and evasion
increase. The cop on the beat is one of the most effective deterrents
to crime, and, as they say, when the cat’s away, the mice will
play. Why would a taxpayer be concerned with the prospect of
an IRS examination if neither they—nor anyone they know—
has ever had the experience?
The cat has not really gone away, however. It has been busy
hunting down and exploring ways to use big data. The budget
cuts to the IRS have forced it to do more with less. Already, in
2015, the IRS was being hailed as a model of efficiency among
Washington bureaucracies. It collects more taxes every year than
ever before at a lower cost per dollar collected.21 The cost of
collecting taxes has actually fallen 29 percent since 2012.22
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A key force multiplier the IRS uses is
big data technology, and the IRS has a
long history of using technology in its
important mission. As early as the late
1950s, the IRS was using computers to
select returns for audits.23 This was followed by the adoption of technology to
automate audit selection as well as collect data. In the 1990s, the IRS began
developing the Compliance Data Warehouse (CDW), which unified multiple databases of information. The CDW enabled
the IRS to run the combined data through
algorithms to perform predictive analysis,
including identifying fraud in areas such
as the earned income tax credit and identifying trends such as the tendency for college students to fall behind on tax payments. 24 Through the 2000s, further
advances were made in automating and
streamlining processes. An automated
under reporter program was created to
match 1099 and W-2 forms to reported
income.25 Automated notices were sent
out if discrepancies were found. Recently
appointed IRS Com missioner Charles
Rettig has stated publicly that one of his
top priorities is updating the IRS’s technology.26 This will be not only important
for taxpayer service but also critical to tax
enforcement.
Data Analytics
Every year, technological advancements
seem to accelerate exponentially. One area
in particular that has seen tremendous
progress is the field of data analytics. Data
mining, machine learning, and artificial
intelligence (AI)—once a matter of science
fiction—have emerged as powerful and
useful tools. However, the amount of data
available to analyze also has increased dramatically. At current rates, 2.5 quintillion
bytes of data are created every day. Ninety
percent of the world’s digital data has been
created in the last two years.27
The IRS, recognizing the potential in
data analytics, is attempting to use big
data strategies to increase the efficiency of
its collection and enforcement efforts and
to find new instances of fraud to counteract
the effects of a diminished budget. The
IRS’s focus on data is reflected in the jobs
posted on its website: AI analysts, statisticians (including mathematical statisticians),
and computer research analysts are all in
demand.28
The IRS is uniquely capable of leveraging the use of big data because it is a
veritable treasure trove of data. Data available to the IRS include prior tax and information returns, data collected from third
parties, and public and commercial data.
Tax returns are full of valuable financial

data points and information. Public data
include anything from social media postings to city and state records. Commercial
data can include credit reports, credit card
processor data, and marketing data.
International Taxation Impact
Recent changes in the international taxation landscape have also led to large
infusions of data. The Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act, passed in 2010,29
requires foreign financial institutions to
report the foreign assets held by their U.S.
account holders.30 In addition, the United
States is a member of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and, as a result, receives
information from fellow OECD countries
as part of mutual reporting requirements.
According to a former senior adviser
to the IRS in 2013:
The IRS has brought in private industry experts to employ similar
digital tracking—but with the added
advantage of access to social security
numbers, health records, credit card
transactions and many other forms
of information that marketers do
not see. Private industry would be
envious if they knew what our models are.31
This ecosystem of data is only growing,
presenting both opportunities and challenges for tax enforcement. According to
the IRS, from 2007 to 2017, data volume
has increased by a factor of 100.32 In 2018
alone, the IRS Criminal Investigation (CI)
division collected 1.67 petabytes of data.33
The IRS has cell phone tracking technology, which can be used to collect phone
conversations, text messages, and location
data from cell phones to combat noncompliance.34 Web crawlers employed by the
IRS also continuously pull data from the
Internet. To deal with this ocean of data,
the agency said it plans to hire 250 additional agents and 10 data specialists.35
The IRS announced in September 2018
a new contract with Palantir—a company
owned by famed Silicon Valley investor
Peter Thiel and one of the U.S. government’s top outside contractors in the field
of data analytics, including the Department of Defense and the Central Intelligence Agency.36 The IRS has committed
to pay Palantir close to $100 million over
the next seven years. Tax evaders would
likely characterize this as an unholy alliance, but it amounts to good law enforcement. The IRS now will have access
to more public data and the means to
utilize that data in its enforcement efforts—
a means to connect the billions of dots.
The IRS is already employing these data

and has had some impressive early results.
In its CI division’s 2018 annual report, the
IRS points out that it found almost $10
billion in criminal tax deficiencies in its
fiscal year 2018—up from approximately
$2.5 billion in 2017, thanks in part to the
exploitation of big data.37 According to
Don Fort, chief of the IRS CI division,
“We prioritized the use of data in our
investigations in fiscal 2018. The future
for CI must involve leveraging the vast
amount of data we have to help drive case
selection and make us more efficient in
the critical work that we do. Data analytics
is a powerful tool for identifying areas of
tax non-compliance.”38
The IRS CI division has already begun
to embed data analysts in its field offices
and train its special agents on the use of
data tools like Palantir. According to Kristina O’Connell, CI special agent in charge
(Boston), “[t]here is no excuse for an agent
not to be able to manage big data anymore.”39 Speaking at a May 16, 2019 criminal tax conference at Quinnipiac University School of Law in North Haven,
Connecticut, O’Connell revealed that CI
is creating a pilot program to install investigative support groups staffed with data
analysts who are not special agents in each
of CI’s field offices. “We’ve never had that
before [and] those investigative analysts
can review the data in their area and farm
out cases to the agents that are staffed in
the area,” she said.40 While data analysts
are in a different job series than CI’s normal
special agents, they work shoulder to shoulder with those investigators, she said.41
How IRS Uses Data
To utilize the data available to it, in 2011,
the IRS created the Office of Compliance
Analytics (OCA) to “both develop and
accelerate strategic data-driven compliance
initiatives as well as strengthen the Service’s
analytic problem-solving capability.”42 In
2016, OCA was merged into the Research,
Applied Analytics and Statistics Division
(RAAS).
Currently, four divisions of the IRS are
engaged in data mining: IRS CI, the IRS
Small Business/Self-Employed Division, the
IRS Wage and Investment Division, and
RAAS. These divisions have access to several data mining applications: Investigative
Data Examination Application (IDEA)—
formerly known as Investigative Data Analytics, Lead and Case Analytics (LCA),
Return Review Program (RRP), Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
Query, and Compliance Data Warehouse
(CDW).43 It should be anticipated that with
the new robust contract with Palantir, these
existing data mining operations will receive
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some new enhancements.
The IDEA and LCA divisions help identify patterns of illegal activity by analyzing
large sets of data through a single access
point. This helps to generate leads for
agents to investigate.
The RRP uses machine learning algorithms to “score” returns on their likelihood to be fraudulent by uncovering patterns in data associated with fraud. In
2016, RRP generated over 693,000 identity
theft leads, with a 62 percent accuracy
rate and over 103,000 other nonidentity
fraud leads with a 49 percent accuracy
rate.44
The FinCEN Query is an online database search engine that allows analysts to
search for specific entity names and term
combinations across FinCEN records.45
The system provides access to currency
and other Bank Secrecy Act reports, such
as the Currency Transaction Reports, Foreign Bank and Financial Account Reports,
and Suspicious Activity Reports.46 The
information provided can be used to investigate noncompliance with tax and other
reporting obligations. There are reports
in which the IRS will begin to use AI algorithms to enhance the use of these existing
databases. The days when millions of pieces
of paper sat in warehouses undisturbed
and forgotten are over.
The CDW focuses on business entities.
It helps to identify relationships of corporate flow-through entities, fabrication and
pyramiding, as well as preparer interactions. Over a decade ago, the IRS was
using the CDW to discover cheating with
the earned income tax credit and smallbusiness tax shelters.47
Third-Party Software and AI
The IRS has heavily invested in third-party
data analytics software to utilize its vast
databases.48 The technology allows the
government to make connections between
many data points and initiate investigations. “As financial crime has evolved and
proliferated around the world, so have
IRS Criminal Investigation special agents
and their abilities to track the proceeds of
financial crime,” said Commissioner Rettig.
“CI uses cutting-edge technology combined
with sophisticated investigative work to
bring the most impactful cases that affect
tax administration.”49
As early as 2014, rumors circulated
that the IRS was scrutinizing social media
accounts to develop profiles and identify
candidates for review. Recently, the IRS
issued a request for information on tools
to assist in collecting and tracking social
media data.50
Regarding IRS’s embrace of AI, the
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United States has information exchange
agreements with many countries around
the world, and one product of these agreements is the exchange of tremendous
amounts of data between countries. These
data are often not in English, which prevents them from being readily usable to
the IRS. The IRS is looking into AI and
how it could be used to translate those
documents in a cost-effective way.51
The IRS is also looking at utilizing AI
for customer service. The IRS receives an
average of 116 million calls from taxpayers
each year.52 In 2016, calls handled by the
IRS cost an average of $42, while those
answered through automation cost $0.50.53
The ability to automate calls would lead
to large cost savings. The IRS is exploring
the use of virtual assistants, similar to
Amazon’s Alexa, to answer calls.54
The use of data analytics by the IRS
is about to get real for the country’s largest
corporate taxpayers. The IRS’s Large Business and International Division (LB&I)
on May 15 launched the large corporate
compliance (LCC) program, which implements a new method for selecting the
largest corporate cases. A May 16 IRS release states:
The LCC program further improves
LB&I's ability to efficiently focus
its resources on noncompliance.
LCC works in tandem with LB&I
agents and examiners who apply
their experience and expertise in
undertaking compliance actions and
determining compliance treatment
streams of the biggest and mostcomplex corporate taxpayers. Each
enhances the other.55
According to the release, which highlights
that pointing criteria include “gross assets
and gross receipts,” the LCC program
“employs automatic application of the large
case pointing criteria to determine the LCC
population.”56 Explaining that the process
previously was handled “on a manual,
localized basis,” the release states that
automation will allow “a more objective
determination of the taxpayers that should
be part of the population.”57 When the
population has been defined, data analytics
can then assist in identifying returns that
may represent the greatest compliance risk.
States Join In
The IRS is not the only tax agency utilizing
data analytics. States also have begun to
incorporate big data in their tax collection
strategies. California, for example, is working on its Enterprise Data to Revenue (EDR)
Project. Part of the Franchise Tax Board’s
Tax Systems Modernization effort initiated
in 2011, EDR focuses on increasing effi-

ciency and revenues. Currently underway,
EDR Phase 2 will entail “utilizing new data
and dynamic modeling strategies to proactively approach noncompliant behavior
and to address the tax gap.”58
The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act limited the state and local taxes deduction to
$10,000.59 As a result, many taxpayers in
high-tax states such as New York are trying
to claim residency in low-tax states, such
as Florida. This has been blamed for the
over $2 billion revenue shortfall in 2018.
As a result, these snowbirds are facing
increased scrutiny from state tax agencies.
New York has been tracking taxpayers’
cellphone records to verify the location of
calls and monitoring social media accounts
to make sure that wealthy earners are truly
“domiciled” in Florida.60
States are also honing their big data
skills in the sales tax realm. Ever since the
Supreme Court in South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc. ruled that states could force online
businesses without a physical presence in
the state to collect sales tax, states have
been scrambling to take advantage of the
new potential revenue.61 Some states have
contracted with technology firms to analyze
data to identify retailers that are not registering for tax collection.62 The big data
experience acquired in sales tax collection
will likely be applied to other tax areas.
Changing Tax World
The big data tipping point has arrived.
The combination of the vast amount of
data available and advancements in processing power and data analysis has resulted in new and formidable tools in the
IRS’s arsenal. The IRS, with its smaller
budget, has begun using big data to drive
efficiencies.
Big data and tax enforcement is just
another example of digital disruption that
has required companies and individuals
both to react to the challenges it presents
and to embrace its value. With the IRS
accelerating its focus on data analytics,
how should practitioners respond? The
first thing practitioners should do is educate
themselves on the IRS’s tools and practices.
Forewarned is forearmed, so the more you
know about new methods, the better
equipped you will be to react to them.
The data the IRS may be relying on in
many cases will provide predictive leads
toward some noncompliance problems,
not evidence or facts, per se, of noncompliance. Therefore, practitioners should
try to ascertain early in the process if the
examination or investigation is being driven
by data analysis. This may not be easy as
examining agents do not usually share
such information, and obtaining informa-

tion under the Freedom of Information
Act has its limitations.63 The IRS, however,
will recognize that data analytics can present false positives, and it may be appropriate in many circumstances to share with
the tax practitioner the source of concern
rather than spending thousands of man
hours on a problem that is not there.
Practitioners may require the assistance
of technology services to search public
databases and ascertain a client’s data
profile in order to shadow the IRS—similar
to the shadow investigations done in many
complex tax investigations. Tax lawyers
are familiar with hiring Kovel accountants64 and other experts to assist them
in investigations—it is now necessary to
add data and AI experts. Knowing what
the IRS may be looking at will be very
important in determining how best to
respond to an IRS investigation. It is a
brand-new digital world out there, and
the IRS is busy understanding and utilizing
it to detect noncompliance. Everyone needs
to get ready.
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